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“This is the single most powerful 
investment we can ever make in life----

investment in ourselves, in the only 
instrument we have with which to deal 

with life and to contribute.”

-Stephen R. Covey.
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People



“At every stage of spiritual 

growth, the greatest ally you 

have is your body”

Deepak Chopra, M.D.
Ageless Body, Timeless Mind: The Quantum Alternative  

To Growing Old



“Growing acquaintance with once foreign cultures, new 
discoveries about our subliminal depth, and the 

dawning recognition that each social group 
reinforces just some human attributes while 

neglecting or suppressing others have stimulated a 
world-wide understanding that all of us have great 
potential for growth.  Perhaps no other culture has 

ever possessed as much publicly available 
knowledge as we do today regarding the 

transformative capacities of human nature.”

Michael Murphy

The Future of the Body



Realities of the Senior Client
� Need for maintaining as much independence as 

possible

� Dealing with loss of overall function that was 
once present

� Dealing with body changes/ image

� Chronic pain that makes exercising unpleasant

� Circulatory, digestive, hormonal, and respiratory 
issues associated with genetics, sedentary lifestyle, 
declining health

� Depression, loneliness, and fear

� Dealing first-hand with society’s view on aging

� Loss of memory

� Changes in sleep patterns



Changes in Function and Structure 
of Brain in the Aging Adult

� Brain weight may decrease; some populations 
of neurons may be reduced in number

� Abnormalities occur in enzymes that 
synthesize  neurotransmitters (dopamine, 
norepinephrine, acetylcholine)

� Senile plaques and neurofibrilary tangles 
(associated with Alzheimer disease)

� Alterations in memory, motor activity, mood, 
sleep patterns, appetite, and neuroendocrine 
functions.



Physical Realities of Aging
� As people become less active, muscular cells atrophy.

� Lack of motion kills the joint; 

� Lack of force kills bone.

� After reaching the prime age of 20, most adults lose an 
average of 10 oz. of lean body mass per year and gain 
approximately one pound of fat.

� Arthritis and bursitis affect nearly 30 million

� Many older adults take upwards of 30 medications 
during the last years of their life, resulting in 
approximately 250,000 hospitalizations per year



Physical Realities of Aging

� Age, dehydration, poor nutrition, and inactivity 
are huge contributors of muscle inhibition and 
weakness.

� Muscle loss results in metabolic rate reduction, 
loss of overall balance, loss of bone density, 
decreased glucose metabolism, decreased 
gastrointestinal transit, chronic pain, fatigue, 
and arthritic joints.

� Muscle inhibition and weakness over time 
can cause chronic adaptive shortening of 
tissues, improper joint motion, and overall loss 
of flexibility



Research

� Dr. Mary Tinetti of Yale University:

� 24% of people over 50 who have hip 

fractures die within one year due to 

complications from the surgery

� Falling is the sixth leading cause of death 
in adults over 65

� Muscle weakness has been identified as one 

of the biggest risk factors for falling.



Importance of MUSCLE

� Largest, most metabolically active organ 
in the body

� Represents 40% of tissue in an adult 
male over age 40

� Role in structure, providing stability 

� Display units of the body

� Directly communicates with the central 
nervous system



Importance of MUSCLE

Most important role:

CONTROL THE JOINT



MUSCLE

� Muscles cannot function without input 
from the CNS

� Normal Feedback: Residual tension/ 
normal muscle “tone”

� Abnormal Feedback: 

� Acute adaptive shortening: short term 

adjustment in available length based upon 

current NEED



Muscle and the Senior Client
� Increased Tension due to # of cross bridges 

attached

� Tension as a protective mechanism to 
ensure that the body does not enter ranges 
that are not able to be controlled.

� Shorter stance phase in gait due to inability of 
muscles to contract fully on demand with proper 
timing

� Inactivity/ lack of stimulation to 
muscle/force producers results in joint 
degeneration.



“Whatever is flexible will tend to 
grow, whatever is rigid and 

blocked will wither and die”

-Tao Te Ching



The Body’s Comfort Zone: MAT®

� The body gets comfortable with ranges that it is 
accustomed to moving into 

� When muscles are weak, and/or have lost 
proprioceptive input, then the joint that it 
supports becomes unstable.

� When the CNS senses joint instability muscles 
will increase tension to compensate for 
weakness as a natural protective mechanism

� Violating these ranges without adaptation 
may lead to global inhibition



� Partner evaluation

� Trunk rotation

� Shoulder Flexion

� Hip Flexion



Muscle Activation Techniques™

� This instability must be identified and addressed. 

� 4 Tools: Range of Motion, muscle testing, precision 
palpation techniques, isometric exercise.

� When performed in this manner, the natural protective 
mechanisms are diminished and normal joint motion
occurs. 

� The end result is that we are not only increasing joint 
motion, but we are also making sure that there is 
increased stability through that range of motion 
(Mobility & Stability)



Mechanoreceptor Activity

� Extrafusal Fibers

� Ones that DO the work! 

� Deal with external loads

� Innervated with Alpha motor neurons



Mechanoreceptor Activity

� Intrafusal Fibers

� Provide sensory feedback relative to the length or 
tension of the muscle that is reacting to 
stimulus/force

� Arranged in parallel to the extrafusal fibers and also 
experience changes in length

� Innervated with Gamma motor neurons that adjust 
the sensitivity of the muscle spindles 

� Role of the gamma MN is to maintain muscle 
spindle sensitivity, regardless of muscle length. 



Mechanoreceptor Activity

� Golgi Tendon 
Organs(GTOs)
� Signal minute 

changes in muscle 
tension

� Provide the CNS with 
feedback concerning 
state of contraction of 
the muscle

� Allow for control and 
precise movement



Mechanoreceptor Activity

� Muscle Spindles

� Convey information 
about the muscle 
change in length

� Regulate the 
contractile capability 
of the muscle



Gamma System’s Role

� Role is to allow the spindle to maintain 
high sensitivity over a wide range of 
muscle lengths and keeping it responsive 
to further changes in length.



Alpha-Gamma Co-Activation

� When the extrafusal fibers have been stimulated to 
contract by alpha MN activation, the gamma MN is 
simultaneously excited 

� The gamma MN stimulates contraction in the two 
ends of the intrafusal fiber, readjusting its length and 
keeping the central region of the intrafusal fiber taut, 
which is necessary to keep the muscle spindle 
afferent responsive.

� Gives rise to muscle tone, even at rest

� Explains to Reciprocal Inhibition as an option

� Examples: shutting door, catching ball



Muscle Inhibition in Older Adults

� Causes:

� Stress (physical, emotional, etc)

� Trauma (injury, surgery, etc)

� Overuse/Under-use (sedentary)

� Mineral Deficiency (poor nutrition and digestion)

� Dehydration*

� Loss of Sensitivity to muscle spindle

� Only Alpha motor neuron activated 

� Weakness shows up in the shortened ranges



Muscle Inhibition in Older Adults 

� As mechanoreception (muscle function) 
decreases, nociception (pain) increases.

� Pain receptors in skin, muscle, and connective 
tissue can be elevated even with gentle stimuli

� Mechanoreceptor activity keeps nocioceptive 
activity in check.-

� Restricted motion correlates with pain or injury

©Muscle Activation Techniques™



What do we prioritize?
� Heart rate? Body Composition? Flexibility?

� We must understand the importance of the joint!
� These are the bending/twisting areas in our skeleton that 

actually creates movement.  

� They are the axes of human levers of bone.  

� Our joints adhere to the same basic design principles of 
buildings, furniture, and machines, having a strong 
interrelationship between structure and function.   

� There are many types of joints in our bodies, each having their 
own specific design according to what they are meant to do.  
One big difference is that human material/tissues are adaptive.  



Joint Characteristics
©1997 Resistance Training Specialist®

Programs:

� Joint Characteristics

� A joint capsule that is formed of fibrous tissue

� A joint cavity that is enclosed by the capsule

� A synovial membrane that lines the inner 
surface of the capsule

� Synovial fluid that forms a film over the joint 
surfaces

� Hyaline cartilage that covers the joint surfaces



Joint Health
� Understanding the anatomy of the individual joint

� Understanding its capability for motion

� Understanding its role in the body.  

� Example: Knee Joint

� Structure of the joint determines its function. 

� “Any process that disrupts any one of the parts of 
a joint will disrupt the total function of the joint”
–JS&F

� The more complex the joint, the more likely it is to 
become injured, become afflicted with disease, and 
experience negative effects of the aging process.



Joint Structure

� Role of Hyaline Cartilage

� Shock absorption 

� Smooth, resilient,  friction surface for movement of 
one bone on another.  

� Integrity is vital to joint function.  

� Capable of bearing one’s weight over a lifetime 
unless it is abused.  

� Designed for load distribution, being thinner in 
areas less tolerant to force

� Nourished by a process called: Imbibition



Joint issues

� “Anything that disrupts one part 
disrupts the total function of the joint”

-Joint Structure and Function

� Advances in medicine: outliving our 

joints.

� Excessive force: i.e. excessive sitting

� Wearing due to mechanical stress

� Muscle inhibition and joint wear



Joint Structure

� Joint Capsule
� Outer layer:

� low vascularization, 

� high in joint receptors that sense rate of motion, 
compression, tension, vibration and PAIN.  

� Inner layer:

� Highly vascularized and poorly innervated. 

� Contains cells that synthesize a component of 
synovial fluid.  

� Produces collagen and serves as an entry and 
exit point for nutrients.  



Joint Structure
� Pain is often times only felt when the cartilage is 

considerably worn in an area or even eliminated.  

� At this point, there is no way to get the cartilage 
to return to an area.  

� There is deep achy pain forever in the joint.  

� The wear of the joint can be described as 
cracking, popping or clicking as the joint is being 
used.  

� There are several stages to joint wear, leading 
eventually to bone-on-bone.  We call this process 
arthritis.



Arthritis

� Rheumatoid 

� 1.3 million Americans suffer from 

rheumatoid arthritis

� Chronic disease, mainly characterized by 

inflammation of the lining, or synovium, of 

the joints, leading to long-term joint damage, 

chronic pain, loss of function and disability 

� Commonly managed with medication, joint 

protection techniques, and specific exercises



Arthritis
� Stages of Rheumatoid arthritis (RA)

� Stage One: swelling of the synovial lining, pain, warmth, 
stiffness, redness and swelling around the joint. 

� Stage Two: rapid division and growth of cells, or pannus, 
which causes the synovium to thicken. 

� Stage Three: inflamed cells release enzymes that may digest 
bone and cartilage, often causing the involved joint to lose its
shape and alignment, more pain, and loss of movement.  

� RA is a chronic disease that continues indefinitely 
and may not go away. 

� RA is a systemic disease (can affect other organs in the 
body) 

� There is no cure.



Arthritis
� Osteoarthritis (OA)

� Approximately 27 million people suffer from 
osteoarthritis

� Occurs in several stages
� Improper progression or distribution of force 

against a joint can cause the cartilage to lose 
elasticity, synovial fluid distribution to 
decrease, and cause abnormal wearing 
patterns across the joint’s surface. 

� As the joint dries out, so does its ability to absorb 
shock.  This causes changes to underlying bone, 
causing it to thicken and form cysts under the 
cartilage. 

� Bits of bone or cartilage can become detached, 
floating loosely in the joint space.  



Osteoarthritis (OA)
� The joint lining (synovium) can become inflamed 

due to cartilage breakdown
� Wear of the joint cartilage and alteration of the 

contact surfaces.  
� Normal joint forces such as shear, 

compression, and distraction can become painful 
during contact, causing swelling, muscle 
inhibition, and inflammation.  

� In some cases, in order to create surface area 
across a worn area, bony spurs, called 
osteophytes can develop near the ends of 
bones.  This further disrupts the relationship 
between the contact surfaces of the ends of the 
bones 



“Being There”
Civil war on my own turf, my body.

Inhibited motion of the strangest kind

Why do I feel this pain as I wake from this sleep?

Is it punishment from prior actions?

An evil flows within my own blood

Produced by my own system, confused and 

Panicked. Inflation, swelling, and stiffness

Returns like a stray dog begging for food.

A quick injection sooths the pain but what

Is the cost? Sickness breaches my weakened



Cont.
Walls of defense. No longer do I 

Carry heavy loads, sympathizers aid

Me. Doctor visits and missed days. Fatigue

Allows me to sleep idly for hours.

Without this plea, every task needs doing

I become just as capable as them.

There’s no justification for weakness

If I lose, it is because I was simply

Less talented, not because I was caused pain.



Cont.
Each morning, however, when I wake and stretch, 

Reality strikes as pain reminds me,

I’m different from the other people.

Is there something to do to make it heal?

I’ve forgotten the feeling of “pain-free.”

I can’t recall my days without ailment,

I used to be perfectly healthy and, 

Never imagined myself otherwise.

Now I feel vulnerable and at risk.



Cont.

With the slightest movement I could feel 
pain.

I’ll sit still but inside me is a war. 

What do I have? Something called arthritis. 

Personal Soliloquy 

By Hannah Bruenderman



Habits become our anatomy

“…approximately 10% of the entire adult 
skeleton is remodeled each year, meaning 
that the skeleton is completely renewed 
over about a 10-year period. This process is 
basically a functional adaptation of the 
bones to the dominant stress patterns to 
which they are exposed (and which vary 
over time).”

-Thieme Atlas of Anatomy

.



RTS®

� “Regardless of how many joints are 
moving during an exercise, the 
individual joint cannot be dismissed.”

� “The success of the entire 
movement… the opportunity to 
perform it… depends first and 
foremost upon the integrity of each 
individual joint.”



Just start a walking program??



“Moving hurts, but not moving 
destroys.  Incorrect movement 
harms, but intelligent movement 

heals.”

-Mary Pullig Shatz, MD.



Translating Goals: Issues
� Can we just start handing out exercise?

� Must  figure out how to turn goals and needs into 
what to do today and how to do it?

� Real adaptation into strategically orchestrated parts 
(aka exercises) 

� May not look/feel anything like the macro-goal

� Remember, goals are not as important as current 
ability!

“Where they want to go is not as important as where 
they are today!”



“One day I found myself looking around for 
something to get hold of to help me get up.  
Here is what I found to avoid that: From 
kneeling position I raised my right knee, put 
my hand on it, and with the help of a push 
from the floor with the left hand, I was up 
without trouble. Maybe I have invented an 
exercise.  Anyhow, I do it two or three times 
a day.”

-Zilpha Main

Reaching Ninety My Way



What do we think of as an exercise?

� ©Resistance Training Specialist®
� P/M + R + T + E

� All exercise is a manipulation of these 
variables!

� The exact motion / position chosen

� The exact resistance profile

� Time

� Effort/Exertion



Seated/ Standing Posture

� Position/Motion

� Resistance

� Time

� Effort



Standing Balance

� Position/Motion

� Resistance

� Time

� Effort



Seated Squat

� Position/Motion

� Resistance

� Time

� Effort



Seated Knee Extension

� Position/Motion

� Resistance

� Time

� Effort



Hip Flexion

� Position/Motion

� Resistance

� Time

� Effort



Shoulder Flexion

� Position/Motion

� Resistance

� Time

� Effort



Push-Up/Trunk Extension

� Position/Motion

� Resistance

� Time

� Effort



What is our responsibility?
� Do No Harm!!
� Addressing where this 

client is TODAY
� The exercises we 

prescribe should not be 
“another stress”

� Be informed about 
client’s condition/ 
constant assessment

� Eliminating our training 
BIASES

� Education



Exercise Prescription
� “Rotate your tires” ©RTS 

programs: an intense study in 
exercise mechanics can teach 
the exercise professional how to 
place different forces across 
joints to better to alter 
mechanical wear.

� Add force strategically.  Can 
this person deal with their 
internal forces? If not, why do 
we need to challenge them with 
external loads?

� Find a Muscle Activation 
Techniques Certified 
Specialist® that can evaluate 
your client to identify and 
eliminate muscle weaknesses



Exercise Prescription
� Altering the point in the 

range where the joint feels 
the maximal amount of 
resistance by changing the 
resistance tool or altering the 
body’s relationship to the 
force it is trying to oppose.

� Never violating someone’s 
active range of motion by 
moving their joint beyond 
today’s capabilities 

� Understanding that a motion 
not able to be performed in 
one joint is likely to be 
transferred to another joint 
nearby.  Make sure that this 
joint is capable of moving 
in that plane.



Exercise Prescription

� Encourage clients to use different types of 
loads, ranges of motion, and activities that do 
not violate the person’s structure

� The goal in exercise should be to participate 
for LIFE, not just prepare for an event or to lose 
a certain amount of weight.  With this 
perspective, exercise programs take on a whole 
new purpose.



Perspective…

Finally, with the cold reality that we are all 
ultimately dying and degenerating, 
maintenance is progress! 



Thank you!
Lauren Eirk, BA, RTSm, MATCS, CPT

Resistance Training Specialist®

Muscle Activation Techniques® Certified Specialist

www.laureneirk.com

www.rts123.com

e-mail: lauren@laureneirk.com

©2010 Lauren Eirk Enterprises, LLC
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